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Introduction  
 
 
The MSc in Urban Design is articulated into four phases: 

1. Case analysis. You students will work in groups on the study area as part of a larger urban 
sector, getting to know intimately this area, its links potentials and pitfalls (Studio 1a);  

2. Urban Design Strategy. You will propose a Strategic Plan and a Concept Plan, together forming 
the Urban Design Strategy, for the improvement of this area envisaging actions and projects that 
deal with services, mobility, housing, and public realm provision (Studio 1b);  

3. Street front analysis and coding. You will be requested to work out a complete morphological 
analysis of two street fronts that are assigned by staff. The “front analysis” is carried out by 
drawing each street front in two boards and by the quantitative analysis of morphological aspects 
as they appear on drawing. Once all cases have been worked out and all data is available, 
students and staff derive from that a synthetic Local Urban Code (Studio 1c).  

4. Masterplanning and place design. You are led to the production of a Masterplan for sub-areas of 
the study area. You will learn how to take action for subdivision of large blocks, a correct 
management of density as related to transport and land use, how to design safe and liveable 
streets and how to interpret the existent urban fabric of public and private buildings in relation to 
streets, land uses, density and transport. Finally, you will be asked to deepen your Masterplan 
and Code by experimentally developing the design of streets and buildings in a small part of it 
(Studio 2). 

 
One feature of this course is to strengthen the work on urban analysis by means of analytical “packages”, 
each of which will be carried out by one single group of students in the first phase of work, corresponding 
to “AB 931 - Urban Design Studio 1a”. In addition, by undertaking “Street front analysis and coding” you 
will be led to understanding the structural characteristics of the urban fabrics, their spaces and measures. 
 
The resulting learning experience is this year particularly dense of arguments and different methodologies 
will be taught in order to give you basic notions of what are the “tools” that an Urban Designer may apply 
to the interpretation and modification of urban spaces. All this results in a very challenging programme, 
which is still experimental this year, which will require highly committed students and staff to be 
successfully completed. On the other side, this programme is a very unique one, in that it blends 
operational tools with community involvement and a strong – even physical – immersion in the local reality, 
i.e. theory with hands-on approaches.  
 
Perhaps the most challenging phase of the entire course is the first, the analytical phase. Because all 
analysis must be completed in about one month time, and because such analysis are all very demanding, 
especially for students who have never approached urban studies before and are requested to work with 
mostly new team mates. For these reasons we decided to write these Analysis Briefs.  
 
We have written 5 Analysis Briefs, one for each “package” of analysis, which means one for each group of 
students: 

1. Drawing the existing city.  
2. History and stories 
3. Planning framework 
4. Experiencing and comparing place 
5. Network analysis of streets 

 
These briefs should be considered by all of you a constant reference during the work in phase 1. We have 
put into them all possible instructions for the correct completion of every task, with as much detail as we 
were able to manage. For the same reason these briefs are fully illustrated, so that at every step you will 
have an idea of the sort of thing the final result should look like. Of course, with all their details, these 
notes do not set compulsory rules: you are always welcome to do it differently upon a serious discussion of 
goals and methods, which we are certainly more than happy to help doing. 
 
This is a way for us to speed up the process of learning by doing. This also witnesses the investment that 
we as staff have done on this rather ambitious course, a dramatic bet addressed on the ground of our 
highest expectations on you. We recommend all of you to react by mobilizing all your personal, intellectual 
and motivational resources, without which there is no one chance to get this course – and your learning 
experience with it – actually complete and significant at the end of the year. 
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 1.1   Scope and objectives 
 
 
Scope:  
It is surprising how often entire projects are presented without the slightest appraisal of what is in place 
before the project is done. This happens in the professional practice, but even more often in academia, 
where the study of the original urban context is almost everywhere, every time, disregarded. That tells a lot 
of how low is the consideration of most designers for the endless complexity of layered values and 
memories that are always embedded even in the poorest urban setting. 
 
“Design professionals today are often part of the problem. In too many cases, we design for places and 
people we do not know and grant them very little power or acknowledgment. Too many professionals are 
more part of a universal professional culture than part of the local cultures for whom we produce our plans 
and products. We carry our ‘bag of tricks’ around the world and bring them out wherever we land. This 
floating professional culture has only the most superficial conception of particular place. Rootless, it is 
more susceptible to changes in professional fashion and theory than to local events. There is too little 
inquiry, too much proposing. Quick surveys are made, instant solutions devised, and the rest of the time is 
spent persuading the clients.” (Jacobs and Appleyard, 1987, p.115). 
 
Allan Jacobs and Donald Appleyard labelled this attitude “rootless professionalism”, and identified it as one 
of the 8 problems of modern Urban Design. More than 20 years have passed after this enlightening “Urban 
Design Manifesto”, which was significantly elaborated out of a course of “Theories of urban form” at UC 
Berkeley. Things have been getting worse and worse since then and we are now witnessing the triumph of 
the most rootless, mindless and senseless design of all times, an endless childish media-game where the 
logics of appearance at any cost pave the way to the emergence of an “architecture of the absurd” (Silber, 
2007). 
 
Needless saying, first to be forgotten in this media game is real people in their real environment, and the 
real stratification of social values, memories, symbols, practices, habits and mutually sensible dynamics in 
general that simply make a place what it is and a community of humans what it has always been. 
 
We want our students to learn that a good urban project is based on knowledge and respect for what is in 
place, even if it challenges our own values and ways of thinking. The first step to do that is to represent the 
place.  
 
Objectives: 

1. To draw the entire urban district of the study area in a 1:1000 scaled plan, following a legend that 
covers aspects of the built environment such as pavement, fencings, entrances, vegetation, traffic 
signs (vertical and horizontal), and ground floor uses.  

 
2. To enhance the awareness of all students of the complexity and depth of the urban “material” on 

which they are called to envision and produce change. 
 

3. To build up an essential basis of information for the development of all successive phases, 
including in particular that of Masterplanning in the second semester. 
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 1.2   Working instructions  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Timetable: 

 
 
Activities in this Analysis Package are not split into minor Work Packages as they belong to just one 
consistent set of tasks. However, they can be organized in separated and subsequent steps in time. 
 
1. Preparation (week 1): 

‐ Achieve and print OS Maps. Students achieve and store OS maps of the study area and import 
them on AutoCad. They prepare “cuts” that will be easily manageable when handing there while 
walking around on site, and print them out.  

‐ Visit the study area and test analysis. They will then visit the study area a first time to get familiar 
with transportation and the site itself and then identify a sub area (named “test study area”) on 
which to address the test study. They pay a second visit to gather information from site limited to 
the test study area. Finally they come back to office and produce layout on AutoCad of the test 
study area. 

‐ Identify units of analysis. On the ground of experience achieved, students subdivide the whole 
study area into smaller subareas, named “analysis units”. An analysis unit is a part of the study 
area that one single student can manage to gather field information from. In short, given the size 
of the study area, that will be split into smaller units that will be worked out by single group 
members: those analysis units are defined at this step. 

‐ Write report for review. Students prepare a report that is nothing more than a bullet point list of 
issues to be discussed in next review. 

 
2. Field work (week 2): 

‐ Analysis on the field. Students go on site and work out the site analysis annotating all needed 
information directly on OS maps cuts. They do that separately, every group member just on 
her/his analysis unit (see above). Please notice that, in addition to information requested in 
legend (fig.1), which will lead to the basic representation of the existent city, this includes: 

‐ Updating OS maps with all new and recent buildings and open space arrangements, by 
sketching roughly their position, footprint and building heights on the map. 

‐ Annotating all building heights in terms of the number of floors and the average floor 
height. This data should be passed at the end of week 2 to Group 5. 

‐ Annotating land use prevalent in the lot (see fig.3); notice that this is different from non- 
residential uses at the ground floor as requested in the legend in fig.1. Prevalent land 
uses as well as non-residential uses at the ground floor should then be passed at 
the end of week 2 to Group 3. 
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3. Layout (week 3-4): 
‐ Test layout, print proofs and report for review. Back in office, students start reporting on AutoCad 

all information dug in previous phase, beginning with all the OS maps updates. At the same time, 
one of them defines and prints a sub area on which to test graphic solutions and AutoCad 
drawing settings. Please take into account that it is important to address this test using the same 
printer/plotter that will be deployed for the final production. 

‐ Layout production, report for review. Once settings are OK, layout is approached and finalized for 
the internal review at the end of week 4. 

 
4. Report (week 5): 

‐ Amend layout. This phase falls just after the internal presentation at the end of week 4. It begins 
with amending drawing layouts as a result of the review, and is completed with the production of a 
Final Report.  

‐ Design Final Report. The Final Report is a text of no more than 1,500 words consisting in: 
‐ an introduction that explains the broad scope of the work; 
‐ an illustration of what has been done intended to be oriented to a non trained audience; 
‐ a reflection of all practical and theoretical problems or challenges encountered during 

the work and how they have been overcome, or what has been done to get around them 
in case they could not be solved; 

‐ a collective reflection on how the Analysis Package as a whole will be deployed in the 
following of the course, i.e. its usefulness for you as students of an Urban Design 
course, for Urban Designers, and for architects; 

‐ a feed back on the management of this phase of the course: what could be bettered next 
year, what went really well, how staff could be more effective or information managed 
more clearly and rapidly and that sort of things. 
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Fig.1. The suggested Legenda for the representation of the existent city. Source: CAIRE-Urbanistica (2003).  
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Fig.2. An example of existent city representation according to the Legend presented in fig.1. Source: CAIRE-Urbanistica 
(2003).  
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Fig.3. The Prevalent Land Use legend: it refers to the land use that is prevalent in the lot. Source: Porta, S. (2002). 
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 1.3   Deliverables 
 
 
Are intended as deliverables of this Analysis Package: 

‐ A complete set of drawings of the study area in plan, scale 1:1,000 and 1:2,000, printed in colour; 
‐ The final report. 
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Further references to relevant literature will be suggested during the studio work. 
 
 
References for working instructions: 
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